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Abstract
Epistemic extensions of description logics (DLs) have been
introduced several years ago in order to enhance expressivity
and querying capabilities of these logics by knowledge base
introspection. We argue that unintended effects occur when
imposing the semantics traditionally employed on the very
expressive DLs that underly the OWL 1 and OWL 2 stan-
dards. Consequently, we suggest a revised semantics that
behaves more intuitively in these cases and coincides with
the traditional semantics of less expressive DLs. Moreover,
we introduce a way of answering epistemic queries to OWL
knowledge bases by a reduction to standard OWL reasoning.
We provide an implementation of our approach and present
first evaluation results.

Introduction
In the early 80s, Hector J. Levesque argued for the need for
a richer query language in knowledge formalisms (Levesque
1984). He advocated the idea of extending a querying lan-
guage by the attribute knows denoted by K (also called epis-
temic operator, used akin to modalities in modal logics) thus
enabling a sort of knowledge base introspection by making
logical entailments of the knowledge base accessible from
within the query language. Reiter (1992) makes a similar ar-
gument of in-adequacy of the standard first-order language
for querying in the context of databases.

While propositional logic extended by epistemic opera-
tors has been widely studied and is well-understood, the
introduction of K into first-order logic (as treated by Fit-
ting and Mendelsohn 1998 and Braüner and Ghilardi 2006)
brings about conceptual controversies concerning assump-
tions to be made about the domains of quantification, equal-
ity, (non-)rigidity of constants and the like.

Due to the extended reasoning capabilities, epistemic ex-
tensions have also been investigated (cf. e.g. (Donini et al.
1992; Donini, Nardi, and Rosati 1995; 1997; Donini et al.
1998)) in the context of Description Logics (DLs, cf. Baader
et al. 2003), which recently have gained importance as the
logical foundation of the OWL standard (the Web Ontology
Language, cf. OWL Working Group 2009) that serves as
one of the central technologies fueling the Semantic Web
(Hitzler, Krötzsch, and Rudolph 2009).
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Generally, epistemic DLs allow for introspection of the
knowledge base by means of the epistemic operator K that
can be applied to concepts and roles. The extension of the
basic DL ALC (Schmidt-Schauß and Smolka 1991) by K
called ALCK , is presented by Donini et al. (1998), where
a tableau algorithm for deciding the satisfiability problem
is provided and the special task of answering queries in
ALCK put toALC knowledge bases is discussed.

To see the usefulness of the K operator for epistemic
querying consider the following example. Assume we want
to query for “known white wines that are not known to be
produced in a French region” which can be solved by per-
forming instance retrieval w.r.t. the epistemic DL concept

KWhiteWine u ¬∃KlocatedIn.{FrenchRegion}.

This query will not only retrieve the wines that are explicitly
excluded from being French wines but also those for which
there is just no evidence that they are French (neither di-
rectly nor indirectly via deduction). For the knowledge base
containing

WhiteWine(MountadamRiesling) and
locatedIn(MountadamRiesling, AustralianRegion),

the query would yield MountadamRiesling as a result, whereas
the same query without epistemic operators would produce
an empty result. Moreover, by adding additional information
such as MountadamRiesling being located in a French region,
the answer to the epistemic query would also become empty,
which illustrates that introducing the epistemic operator into
a logic brings about non-monotonicity.

Another typical use case for epistemic querying is in-
tegrity constraint checking: testing whether the axiom

KWine v ∃KhasSugar.{Dry} t ∃KhasSugar.{OffDry}
t∃KhasSugar.{Sweet}

is entailed allows to check whether for every named indi-
vidual in the knowledge base that is known to be a wine
it is also known (i.e. it can be logically derived from the
ontology) what degree of sugar it has. Note that this can-
not be taken for granted even if Wine v ∃hasSugar.{Dry} t
∃hasSugar.{OffDry} t ∃hasSugar.{Sweet} is stated in (or can be
derived from) the ontology.



These examples illustrate an obvious added value of epis-
temic extensions of description logics in practical applica-
tions. However, epistemic operators (similar to other non-
monotonic features) have not found their way into the OWL
specification and current reasoners do not support this fea-
ture. Former research – focused on extending tableaux algo-
rithms for less expressive languages – has not paced up with
the development of reasoners for very expressive DLs. In
fact, as we will discuss in the course of this paper, some ex-
pressive features like nominal concepts require special care
when combined with the idea of introspection by epistemic
operators.

This paper investigates the epistemic extension of the very
expressive DL SROIQ (Horrocks, Kutz, and Sattler 2006),
which serves as the logical basis of OWL 2 DL (OWL Work-
ing Group 2009), the most expressive member of the OWL
family that is still decidable. When applying a semantics
along the lines of Donini et al. (1998) to SROIQ we ob-
serve effects that clearly contradict natural requirements for
epistemic reasoning (that we call backward compatibility).

This directly leads to the question for an altered semantics
that “behaves well” also for SROIQ. We introduce such a
semantics and show that it complies with the proposed re-
quirements.

With the more adequate semantics at hand, we then turn
to the question of efficient algorithms for the specific prob-
lem of answering queries to classical (i.e., K-free) SROIQ
queries. We solve this problem by providing a sound and
complete reduction from epistemic querying to standard DL
reasoning; our approach reduces occurrences of the K op-
erator to intermediate calls to a standard DL reasoner. Em-
ploying this technique, existing reasoners for non-epistemic
DLs can be reused in a black-box fashion for the task of an-
swering epistemic queries.

Based on this algorithm, we implemented a reasoner ca-
pable of answering epistemic queries to OWL ontologies. To
this end, we extended the OWL-API (the standard interface
for reasoning in OWL) by constructs for epistemic concepts
and roles to be used in epistemic queries.

For space reasons, we had to omit most of the numerous
and lengthy proofs from the paper. However, we refer the in-
terested reader to the accompanying technical report (Mehdi
and Rudolph 2011) where all the technical details are spelled
out and full proofs are given.

Preliminaries
We briefly recap the description logic SROIQ (for details
see Horrocks, Kutz, and Sattler 2006) and introduce its ex-
tension with the epistemic operator K. Let NI , NC , and NR be
finite, disjoint sets called individual names, concept names
and role names respectively, with NR being partitioned into
simple and non-simple roles. These atomic entities can be
used to form complex ones as displayed in Table 1.

A SROIQ-knowledge base is a tuple (T ,R,A) where T
is a SROIQ-TBox, R is a regular SROIQ-role hierarchy1

1We assume the usual regularity assumption for SROIQ, but
omit it for space reasons.

Name Syntax Semantics
inverse role R− {(x, y) ∈ ∆I × ∆I | (y, x) ∈ RI}
universal role U ∆I × ∆I

top > ∆I

bottom ⊥ ∅

negation ¬C ∆I \CI

conjunction C u D CI ∩ DI

disjunction C t D CI ∪ DI

nominals {a1, . . . , an} {aI1 , . . . , a
I
n }

univ. restriction ∀R.C {x | ∀y.(x, y) ∈ RI → y ∈ CI}
exist. restriction ∃R.C {x | ∃y.(x, y) ∈ RI ∧ y ∈ CI}
Self concept ∃S .Self {x | (x, x) ∈ S I}
qualified number 6n S .C {x | #{y ∈ CI | (x, y) ∈ S I} ≤ n}
restriction >n S .C {x | #{y ∈ CI | (x, y) ∈ S I} ≥ n}

Table 1: Syntax and semantics of role and concept construc-
tors in SROIQ. Thereby a denotes an individual name, R
an arbitrary role name and S a simple role name. C and D
denote concept expressions.

Axiom α I |= α, if
R1 ◦ · · · ◦ Rn v R RI1 ◦ · · · ◦ RIn ⊆ RI RBox R
Dis(S ,T ) S I ∩ TI = ∅

C v D CI ⊆ DI TBox T
C(a) aI ∈ CI ABoxA
R(a, b) (aI, bI) ∈ RI

a � b aI = aI

a 6� b aI , bI

Table 2: Syntax and semantics of SROIQ axioms

and A is a SROIQ-ABox. Table 2 presents the respective
axiom types.

The semantics of SROIQ is defined via interpretations
I = (∆I, ·I) composed of a non-empty set ∆I called the
domain of I and a function ·I mapping individual names to
elements of ∆I, concept names to subsets of ∆I and role
names to subsets of ∆I × ∆I. This mapping is extended
to complex role and concept expressions as in Table 1 and
finally used to define satisfaction of axioms (see Table 2).
We say that I satisfies a knowledge base Σ = (T ,R,A) (or
I is a model of Σ, written: I |= Σ) if it satisfies all axioms
of T , R, and A. We say that a knowledge base Σ entails an
axiom α (written Σ |= α) if all models of Σ are models of α.

Furthermore, we let SROIQK denote the extension of
SROIQ by K, where we allow K to appear in front of con-
cept or role expressions. We call a SROIQK-role an epis-
temic role if K occurs in it. An epistemic role is simple if it
is of the form KS where S is a simple SROIQ-role.

Classical Semantics for Epistemic DLs
Following the way epistemic semantics for DLs have been
hitherto defined (see, e.g., Donini et al. 1998), the classical
semantics ofSROIQK is given as possible world semantics
in terms of epistemic interpretations. Thereby the following
two central assumptions are made:

1. Common Domain Assumption: all interpretations are de-
fined over a fixed countably infinite domain ∆.



2. Rigid Term Assumption: For all interpretations, the map-
ping from individuals to domains elements is fixed: it is
just the identity function.

Due to these assumptions, we can w.l.o.g. stipulate ∆ := NI∪

N. Essentially, these assumptions are imposed in order to
ensure that (sets of) domain elements can be referred to and
dealt with uniformly in a cross-domain manner.

Next, we provide the definition of epistemic interpreta-
tions. The main difference to the non-epistemic case, is
that we provide a “context” of relevant models which are
inspected whenever the extension of an epistemic concept
or role is to be determined.
Definition 1 An epistemic interpretation for SROIQK is a
pair (I,W) where I is a SROIQ-interpretation andW is
a set of SROIQ-interpretations, where I and all ofW have
the same infinite domain ∆ with NI ⊂ ∆. The interpretation
function ·I,W is then defined as follows:

aI,W = a for a ∈ NI
XI,W = XI for X ∈ NC ∪ NR ∪ {>,⊥}

{a1,..., an}
I,W = {a1,..., an}

(KC)I,W =
⋂
J∈W(CJ,W) (KR)I,W =

⋂
J∈W(RJ,W)

(C u D)I,W = CI,W∩ DI,W (C t D)I,W = CI,W∪ DI,W

(¬C)I,W = ∆ \CI,W

(∃R.Self)I,W = {x | (x, x) ∈ RI,W}
(∃R.C)I,W = {x | ∃y.(x, y) ∈ RI,W ∧ y ∈ CI,W}
(∀R.C)I,W = {x | ∀y.(x, y) ∈ RI,W → y ∈ CI,W}

(6nR.C)I,W = {x | #{y ∈ CI,W | (x, y) ∈ RI,W} ≤ n}
(>nR.C)I,W = {x | #{y ∈ CI,W | (x, y) ∈ RI,W} ≥ n}

where C and D are SROIQK-concepts and R is a
SROIQK-role.

From the above one can see that KC is interpreted as the
set of objects that are in the extension of C under every
interpretation inW. This also makes clear why the common
domain and rigid term assumption have to be imposed;
otherwise the respective extension intersections would be
empty. Note that the rigid term assumption implies the
unique name assumption (UNA) i.e., for any epistemic
interpretation I ∈ W and for any two distinct individual
names a and b we have that aI , bI.

The notions of knowledge base, TBox, RBox and Abox,
their respective axioms, and their interpretations can be ex-
tended from SROIQ to SROIQK in the obvious way.

An epistemic model for a SROIQK-knowledge base
Σ = (T ,R,A) is a maximal non-empty setW of SROIQ-
interpretations such that (I,W) satisfies T , R and A for
each I ∈ W. A SROIQK-knowledge base Σ is said to
be satisfiable if it has an epistemic model. The knowledge
base Σ (epistemically) entails an axiom α (written Σ ||= α),
if for every epistemic modelW of Σ, we have that for each
I ∈ W, the epistemic interpretation (I,W) satisfies α. By
definition every SROIQ-knowledge base is a SROIQK-
knowledge base. Note that a given SROIQ-knowledge base
Σ has up to isomorphism only one unique epistemic model
which is the set of all models of Σ having infinite domain
and satisfying the unique name assumption. We denote this
model byM(Σ).

Problems with the Classical Semantics
Following the intuition that led to the introduction of the K
operator as an extension of K-free standard DL reasoning,
a rather intuitive basic requirement to an epistemic DL se-
mantics is arguably the following.

Definition 2 For a given DL L, an epistemic DL seman-
tics represented by an entailment relation ||≈ is called L-
backward-compatible if it coincides with the (non-epistemic)
standard semantics (represented by |=) on non-epistemic ax-
ioms, i.e. for an L knowledge base Σ and an L axiom
α both of which not containing K, we have Σ ||≈ α ex-
actly if Σ |= α. Moreover, ||≈ is called L-UNA-backward-
compatible, if Σ ||≈ α exactly if Σ |= α under the unique name
assumption.

We can show that ||= is SRIQ\U-UNA-backward-
compatible, where SRIQ\U denotes the description logic
SROIQ without nominal concepts and the universal role.
The main ingredient for this is the insight that for any fi-
nite interpretation of a given SRIQ\U knowledge base, we
can come up with an infinite interpretation such that both
interpretations behave in exactly the same way in terms of
satisfaction of axioms.

Lemma 1 Let Σ be a SRIQ\U knowledge base. For any
interpretation I there is an interpretation Iω with infinite
domain such that I |= Σ if and only if Iω |= Σ.

Proof sketch. We define Iω as follows:

∆Iω := ∆I × N,
aIω := 〈aI, 0〉 for every a ∈ NI ,
AIω := {〈x, i〉 | x ∈ AI and i ∈ N} for each A ∈ NC ,
RIω := {(〈x, i〉, 〈x′, i〉) | (x, x′) ∈ RI, i ∈ N} for each R ∈ NR.

Obviously, Iω has infinite domain. Coincidence of axiom
satisfaction is then proven via structural induction. �

As a consequence, the restriction to infinite models im-
posed by the common domain assumption turns out to be
not essential in that case of SRIQ\U.

However, this situation changes drastically once nominals
or the universal role are involved. To see this, consider the
axioms > v {a, b, c} or > v 63U.>. Each of these axioms
considered as a knowledge base Σ has only models with at
most three elements. Consequently, in both cases we have
that Σ is unsatisfiable w.r.t. the classical epistemic semantics
and consequently by ex falsum quodlibet we, e.g., obtain
Σ ||= > v ⊥ whereas we clearly have Σ 6|= > v ⊥ even under
the UNA. So we conclude that ||= is not UNA-backward-
compatible for any description logic that features nominals
or simultaneously number restrictions and the universal role;
in particular, it is not SROIQ-UNA-backward-compatible.

While the imposed UNA may be a deliberate decision,
we believe that non-SROIQ-UNA-backward-compatibility
of classical epistemic entailment is not intended but rather
a side effect of a semantics crafted for and probed against
less expressive description logics; it contradicts the intuition
behind the K operator. This motivates our quest for a more
appropriate, “domain-flexible” epistemic semantics.



A Revised Semantics
In order to allow for the necessary flexibility, we need to re-
linquish the common domain assumption and the rigid term
assumption in the epistemic semantics: The domains we
consider in the possible worlds should be allowed to have ar-
bitrary (yet non-empty) size and be composed of arbitrary el-
ements. An individual name may refer to different elements
in different possible worlds. Also, individuals denoted by
different individual names may coincide in some worlds but
not in others.

Still, due to the reasons discussed before, we have to find
a substitute for the common domain and rigid term assump-
tions as otherwise every epistemic role or concept would
have the empty set as extension. We solve the problem by
introducing one abstraction layer that assigns abstract indi-
vidual names to domain elements. These abstract individ-
ual names are elements from NI ∪ N and hence common
to all interpretations, thus they can serve as the “common
ground” for different interpretations with different domains.
We require that every domain element is associated with at
least one abstract name, however, we also allow for different
names denoting the same domain element (thus allowing for
the possibility of finite domains). This intuition leads to the
definition of extended interpretations:

Definition 3 An extended SROIQ-interpretation I is a tu-
ple (∆I, ·I, ϕI) such that
• (∆I, ·I) is a standard DL interpretation,
• ϕI : NI ∪ N � ∆I is a surjective function from NI ∪ N

onto ∆I, such that for all a ∈ NI we have that ϕI(a) = aI.

Note that the function ϕI returns the actual interpretation of
an individual, given its (abstract) name, under the interpre-
tation I. We lift ϕI to sets of names and let ϕI−1 denote
the corresponding inverse. Next, we introduce the notion of
extended epistemic interpretations.
Definition 4 (extended semantics for SROIQK) An ex-
tended epistemic interpretation for SROIQK is a pair
(I,W), where I is an extended SROIQ-interpretation and
W is a set of extended SROIQ-interpretations. Similar to
epistemic interpretations, we define an extended interpreta-
tion function ·I,W:

aI,W = aI for a ∈ NI
XI,W = XI for X ∈ NC ∪ NR ∪ {>,⊥}

{a1,..., an}
I,W = {aI1 ,..., a

I
n }

(C u D)I,W = CI,W ∩ DI,W

(C t D)I,W = CI,W ∪ DI,W

(¬C)I,W = ∆I \CI,W

(∃R.Self)I,W = {x | (x, x) ∈ RI,W}
(∀R.C)I,W = {x | ∀y.(x, y) ∈ RI,W → y ∈ CI,W}
(∃R.C)I,W = {x | ∃y.(x, y) ∈ RI,W ∧ y ∈ CI,W}

(6nR.C)I,W = {x | #{y ∈ CI,W | (x, y) ∈ RI,W} ≤ n}
(>nR.C)I,W = {x | #{y ∈ CI,W | (x, y) ∈ RI,W} ≥ n}

(KC)I,W = ϕI
(⋂
J∈W ϕJ

−1
(
CJ,W

))
(KR)I,W = ϕI

(⋂
J∈W ϕJ

−1
(
RJ,W

))
Again, we set [(KR)−]J,W := (KR−)J,W for an epistemic role
(KR)−.

The semantics of ABox, TBox, RBox and ABox axioms
follows exactly that for the classical semantics. Here, in-
stead of ||=, we use the symbol ||=e , where e indicates that the
relation is w.r.t. the extended semantics.

An extended epistemic model for a SROIQK-knowledge
base Σ = (T ,R,A) is a maximal non-empty set W of ex-
tendedSROIQ-interpretations such that (I,W) satisfiesT ,
R and A for each I ∈ W. A SROIQK-knowledge base Σ
is satisfiable (under the extended semantics) if it has an ex-
tended epistemic model. Similarly, the knowledge base Σ
entails an axiom α under the extended semantics, written
Σ ||=e α, if for every extended epistemic model W of Σ, we
have that for every I ∈ W, the extended epistemic interpre-
tation (I,W) satisfies α.

We now first note that the newly established semantics has
the desired compatibility property.

Theorem 1 ||=e is SROIQ-backward-compatible.

Proof sketch: First note that every satisfiable K-free knowl-
edge base Σ has exactly one extended epistemic model

M(Σ) =
{
(∆I, ·I, ϕI) | (∆I, ·I) |= Σ, ϕI = ·I|NI∪ f , f :N�∆I

}
.

Hence we have Σ ||=e α exactly if every I ∈ Me(Σ) satisfies
α, which (presuming α being K-free) is the case exactly if
Σ |= α. �

Consequently, this new semantics is more adequate for
very expressive DLs such as SROIQ. Yet, as will be shown
later in the paper, it is also generic in the sense that for
SRIQ\U knowledge bases it behaves similar to the (clas-
sical) epistemic interpretation introduced earlier. With this
new semantics, we avoid the aforementioned problems aris-
ing from nominals and the universal role in the language of a
knowledge base. Arguably, this makes the revisited seman-
tics a more suitable and appropriate choice for K-extensions
of expressive description logics, like SROIQK .

Reducing Epistemic Querying to Standard DL
Reasoning

We next introduce a novel technique for answering epis-
temic queries to SROIQ knowledge bases under the revised
semantics. More precisely, we provide a way of checking
whether a given knowledge base entails concept assertions,
role assertions or concept subsumptions where the involved
concepts and roles may contain K. Our method reduces this
problem to a number of iterative entailment checks for K-
free axioms. To justify the translation, we establish two
lemmata that characterize possible instances of epistemics
concepts and roles, respectively.

Lemma 2 Let Σ be a SROIQ-knowledge base and C = KD
an epistemic concept where D is K-free. For an extended
interpretation I ∈ M(Σ) and x ∈ ∆I, we have that x ∈
CI,M(Σ) exactly if one of the following is the case:

1. Σ |= > v D, or
2. x = aI,M(Σ) and Σ |= D(a) for an individual name a ∈ NI .



Intuitively, this lemma ensures that the extension of a con-
cept that is preceded by K can only contain named individ-
uals unless it comprises the whole domain. For roles we
get a more intricate case distinction, however, it boils down
to characterizing the set of “(inverse) role neighbors” of a
fixed individual as the whole domain or a set of named indi-
viduals. As an “exceptional case” to this, we might get the
diagonal of ∆I × ∆I as additional instances of an epistemic
role.

Lemma 3 Let Σ be a SROIQ-knowledge base. Let R =
KP be an epistemic role. For any extended interpretation
I ∈ M(Σ) and any x, y ∈ ∆I, we have that (x, y) ∈ RI,M(Σ)

exactly if one of the following holds:

1. Σ |= U v P, or
2. x = aI,M(Σ), y = bI,M(Σ) and Σ |= P(a, b) for some individ-

ual names a, b ∈ NI , or
3. x = aI,M(Σ) and Σ |= > v ∃P−.{a} for some individual

name a∈NI , or
4. y = bI,M(Σ) and Σ |= > v ∃P.{b} for some individual name

b∈NI , or
5. x = y and Σ |= > v ∃P.Self.

These two preceding lemmas now give rise to a transla-
tion of epistemic concept expressions into equivalent K-free
ones. Note that the translation itself requires to check entail-
ment of (K-free) axioms, hence it is not strictly syntactical
and it depends on the underlying knowledge base.

Definition 5 (Translation Function [[·]]Σ) Let Σ be a
SROIQ-knowledge base. For a SROIQ concept A and
a SROIQ role R, let trgA,R

Σ
denote the nominal concept

{a1, . . . , an} containing all ai for which Σ |= A v ∃R.{ai} and
let trgA,R

Σ
= ⊥ if there are no such ai. We recursively define

the function [[·]]Σ mappingSROIQK concept expressions to
SROIQ concept expressions:

[[C]]Σ = C if C is from NI ∪ {>,⊥}, a nominal,
or a K-free self concept;

[[C1 uC2]]Σ = [[C1]]Σ u [[C2]]Σ

[[C1 tC2]]Σ = [[C1]]Σ t [[C2]]Σ

[[¬C]]Σ = ¬[[C]]Σ

[[ΞR.D]]Σ = ΞR.[[D]]Σ for Ξ ∈ {∀,∃,>n,6n}, R K-free

[[KD]]Σ =

{
> if Σ |= [[D]]Σ ≡ >

{a ∈ NI | Σ |= [[D]]Σ(a)} otherwise

[[∃KS.Self]]Σ = [[K∃S .Self]]Σ

[[ΞKR.D]]Σ = ΞR.[[D]]Σ for Ξ ∈ {∀,∃,>n,6n} and Σ |= R≡U
[[∀KP.D]]Σ = ¬[[∃KP.¬D]]Σ

[[∃KP.D]]Σ = ∃P.
(
trg>,P

Σ
u [[D]]Σ

)
t (trg>,P

−

Σ
u ∃P.[[D]]Σ)

t
⊔

a∈NI
({a} u ∃P.(trg{a},P

Σ
u [[D]]Σ))t [[D]]Σ︸  ︷︷  ︸

only if Σ|=>v∃P.Self

[[6nKP.D]]Σ = ¬[[>(n+1)KP.D]]Σ

[[>nKP.D]]Σ = >nP.(trg>,P
Σ
u [[D]]Σ) t (trg>,P

−

Σ
u >nP.[[D]]Σ)

t
⊔

a∈NI
({a} u >nP.(trg{a},P

Σ
u [[D]]Σ}))

t (¬{a | a∈NI} u [[D]]Σ u >(n−1)P.
(
trg>,P

Σ
u [[D]]Σ

)
)︸                                                              ︷︷                                                              ︸

only if Σ|=>v∃P.Self

Observe that by definition, the result of applying this
function to an epistemic concept indeed yields a concept
containing no K. Moreover the following lemma, which
can be proven by structural induction over the concept ex-
pression, ensures that the translation function preserves the
concept extension.

Lemma 4 Let Σ be a SROIQ-knowledge base and C be a
SROIQK concept. Then for any extended interpretation
I ∈ M(Σ), we have that CI,M(Σ) = [[C]]Σ

I,M(Σ).

Consequently this lemma can be employed to prove our
main result justifying our approach of deciding entailment
of epistemic axioms based on non-epistemic standard rea-
soning.

Theorem 2 For a SROIQ-knowledge base Σ, SROIQK
concept C, D, and an individual a, the following hold:

1. Σ ||=e C(a) if and only if Σ |= [[C]]Σ(a).
2. Σ ||=e C v D if and only if Σ |= [[C]]Σ v [[D]]Σ.

Proof sketch: For the first case, note that Σ ||=e C(a) is
equivalent to aI,M(Σ) ∈ CI,M(Σ) which by Lemma 4 implies
that aI,M(Σ) ∈ [[C]]Σ

I,M(Σ) for all I ∈ M(Σ). Since Σ and
[[C]]Σ are K-free, the correspondence follows from SROIQ-
backwards-compatibility as established in Theorem 1. The
second case is proven in the same way. �

Finally, we are also able to establish the correspondence
that the classical and the newly introduced semantics coin-
cide, as far as epistemic querying on SRIQ\U knowledge
bases is concerned. This result further substantiates our
claim that our semantics is a natural extension of the original
intuition behind epistemic DLs.

Theorem 3 Let Σ be a SRIQ\U knowledge base, C and D
SROIQK concepts, and a an individual name. Then, the
following hold:

1. Σ ||=e C(a) under the unique name assumption if and only
if Σ ||= C(a).

2. Σ ||=e C v D under the unique name assumption if and only
if Σ ||= C v D.

This can be proven by providing a transformation function
similar to [[·]]Σ for the classical semantics, proving its cor-
rectness and showing that it coincides with [[·]]Σ onSRIQ\U
knowledge bases.

Implementation
Based on the results established in the preceding section,
we have implemented a preliminary prototype for epistemic
querying of OWL ontologies. In this section, we discuss a
few implementation aspects and provide some observations
made during such experiments.

The system takes an epistemic concept as input and trans-
lates it into an equivalent non-epistemic one according to
Definition 5. As argued earlier, several calls to an underly-
ing standard OWL reasoner are involved in this process. The
implementation is done in Java on top of the OWL-API.2 As

2http://owlapi-sourceforge.net



the standard OWL-API does not support the epistemic op-
erator, we extended its classes and interfaces with the con-
structs for epistemic concepts and roles – OWLObjectEpis-
temicConcept and OWLObjectEpistemicRole. These new
classes are derived from the respective standard types
OWLBooleanClassExpression and OWLObjectProperty-
Expression to fit the design of the OWL-API. A running
implemented system has been shared on googlecode3 and
can be downloaded for testing.

First tests on the Wine ontology4 show that epistemic
querying based on our method is feasible in principle also
if heavy-weight axiomatization is involved. In case of tests
performed on the original Wine ontology, runtimes were
about one to two orders of magnitude higher than for the
same concept with Ks removed (note however, that a direct
comparison is debatable as the semantics of the two con-
cepts differ). Still, performance degrades strongly if large
sets of individuals are involved. This can be explained from
the fact that the size of the intermediate concepts generated
by the translation increases with the number of ABox indi-
viduals. Besides we found that the position of K in an epis-
temic concept also affects the overall computation time. For
example, we observed that it takes more time to translate a
concept where K is preceded by a negation.

Conclusion and Outlook
We showed that some expressive features of today’s DLs
such as SROIQ cause problems when applying the hith-
erto used semantics to epistemically extended DLs. We sug-
gested a revision to the semantics and proved that this re-
vised semantics solves the aforementioned problem while
coinciding with the traditional semantics on less expres-
sive DLs (up to SRIQ\U). Focusing on the new seman-
tics, we provided a way of answering epistemic queries to
SROIQ knowledge bases via a reduction to a series of stan-
dard reasoning steps, thereby enabling the deployment of
the available highly optimized off-the-shelf DL reasoners.
Finally, we presented an implementation allowing for epis-
temic querying in OWL 2 DL.

Avenues for future research include the following: First,
we will investigate to what extent the methods described
here can be employed for entailment checks on SROIQK
knowledge bases, i.e., in cases where K occurs inside the
knowledge base. In that case, stronger non-monotonic ef-
fects occur and the unique-epistemic-model property is gen-
erally lost. On the more practical side, we aim at further de-
veloping our initial prototype. We are confident that by ap-
plying appropriate optimizations such as caching strategies
and syntactic query preprocessing a significant improvement
in terms of runtime can be achieved. Moreover, we intend
to perform extensive tests with different available OWL rea-
soners; in our case an efficient handling of (possibly rather
extensive) nominal concepts is crucial for a satisfactory per-
formance. In the long run, we aim at demonstrating the
added value of epistemic querying by providing an appro-
priate user-front-end and performing user studies. Further-

3http://code.google.com/p/epistemicdl/
4http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-guide/wine.rdf

more, we will propose an extension of the current OWL
standard by epistemic constructs in order to provide a com-
mon ground for future applications. Finally, we will study
the correspondance between our sematnics and the one pro-
vided in (Motik and Rosati 2010) which is is based on the
standard name assumption (SNA).
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